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SYMBpLS
a rotor 1„lade section two-dimensional lift-curve slope
aPk inertial acceleration vector of a point on the kth
N
blade with resp.^ct to the undiscurbed hub location
A blade cross section area
b blade half-chord
c blade chord
bla.^^a cross section profile drag, lift, and momentcd , cQ ,em
ac
coe£f icients
^i	 C(k) Theodcrsen's lift deficiency function
pSk
magnitude of distributed aerodynamic profile drag on
kth blade
e offset between axis of rotation and blade root








structural damping coefficients in flap, lag and torsion,
respectively
CJ blade torsional rigidity
IF tensor of fuselage inertias
IX'IY'ZZ'IXZ







IZZ A n	 dyodzoSf
rr
k ::subscript identifying the kth blade
K K K




^	 length of blade capable of elastic deformation, ^ ^° Tt - e
L$' LUS	 steady ar►d unsteady components of airfoil, 1.iEt
m	 mass pe^ unit length of blade
M	 rotor blade section Mach number
Mr	mass of fuselage
MIS	 mass of xotor
M,,MtJS
	steady and unsteady component of airfoil aerodynamic moment
Mtip	 blade tip Mach number, M tip	 S2ItJ(speed o^ sound)
N	 number of blades composing rotor
MX,riY ,MX








kth blade distributed aerodynamic force and moment
vector
pDk'gDk	
kth blade distributed damping force and moment vector
N N
pIk'gIk	
kth blade distributed inertia force and moment vector
N	 ,y
pF ,Q^,	 fuselage inertia force and moment vector acting at
fuselage center of mass
pG'QG
	




,QH	 fuselage inertia force and moment, vector acting at
hub
pR,QR
	rotor-induced. force and moment vector acting at hub
pT'QT	












^ECk position vector of deformed kth blade cross section
elastic center wiCh respect to undisturbed hub location
position vector of displaced fuselage center ofr^
N
mass with respect to displaced. hub




position vector of hub with respect to fuselage center of
mass (n%, fuselage motion)
rpk
N
position vector of point on deformed blade cross section
with respect to undisturbed hub location
rX,rY,rZ rigid body displacement components of hub
R ,radius of blade
RF vector of fuselage translations
N
RX,R ,RZ fuselage rigid body translations
Y
t time
Tk tensile force in kth blade
u elastic displacement in axial, lead-lag, and flapk,v k,w 
k
directions of kth blade, respectively
UN relative velocity of air normal to blade cross section
L chord.
URk magnitude of resultant relative inplane air velocity
vector of kth blade cross section




















inertial velocity of deformed kth blade's cross sec-
tion elastic center
resultant xelative air velocity of deformed kCh blade
cross section.
free stream air flow vector
perturbation velocity of fuselage center of mass
glade cross section elastic shears expressed in 4k - co^
ordinate system
kth blade cross section inplane relative air velocity
components
blade cross section offset hAtween elastic center and
aerodynamic center
effective value of xA within reversed flow region
blade crass section off?set 'between elastic center and
center of gravity
blade .cross section offset between. elasL• ic center and
tension center
components of fuselage center of mass position vector
with respect to hub
kth blade radial coordinate along elastic axis
blade cross section coordinatEs
pitch rate of airfoil cross section for airloads calcu-
lation
effective blade section angle of attack
angle of forward tilt of rotor plane. in forward flight
blade precone angle
xk


















order of magnitude associated with clastic blade slopes
blade principal axes coordinates
total geometric pitch angle of blade cross sectiaci
chordline with respect to hub plane.
collective and cyclic pitch settings
fuselage rigid body rotations.
inf 10^^ ratio, (V FsinaR + vk) /SIR.
advan^„:+ t^iCio, V^cosaR
 /SIR.
inductT^'• inflow velocity of kth blade
mass density of blade material
density of air
inflow angle of kth blade
elastic rotation of lath blade cross s^cron
kth blade azimuth angle
"'
wk	angular velocity vector of kth rotor blade with respect
to undisturbed hub
wF	angular velocity vector of fuselage
N
SI	 constant rotor speed of rotation
Special Sgmbols
^	 ) - dt ^	 ) = 




^	 )	 -	 ^R
v




The governing equations of motion of a helicopter rotor coupled to a rigid
body fuselage. are derived. A consistent formulation is used to derive non-
linear periodic coefficient equations of motion which can be used to study
coupled rotor/fuselage dynamics in forward flight. Rotor/f^:selage coup],^,ng
is documented and the importance of an ordering scheme in t^et:iving nonlinear
equations of motion is reviewed. The nature of the final. equations and the
use of multiblade coordinates are briefly discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Helicopter rotors are comple^c aeroelastic systems where structural,
inertia and aerodynamic forces interact to determine rotor behavior. Ta
mathematically model this problem, a consistent formulation of the governing
equations of motion must be used. Additionally, recent research has indicated
that rotary wing aeroelasticity is inherently nonlinear) Consequently this
aeroelastic problem requires a careful derivation of Che dynamic equations
[^	 of equilibrium so that moderate blade deflections based upon the assumption
of small strains and	 finite slopes are properly incorporated in the rotor
math model.
Mathematical models of single isolated helicopter blades are well
2,3
developed. The results of these investigations have shown that the effect
of nonlinear terms on blade aeroelastic stability is important. However,
1
there has bean relatively little emphasis on developing consislenly derived
nonlinear math models detailing coupl„e^i rotor/fuselage dynamics.
Considersable work has been done to analytically model coupled rotor/
,fuselage systems. These. models include large general purpose helicopter
analyses-7
 and math models which study aeromechanics], phenomenon for a
particular rotor configuration-l^. The first group of analyses utilize
a general rotor morsel and system degrees of freedom: Reference ll presents
a review of such comprehensive helicopter analyses. and. the level of technology
used in the math modeling procedure. .Despite the sophistication of these
models, G}•,ere has been little effort to dexive cansistenl nonlinear equa-
lions of motion. The second group of analyses limit attention to a given
rQl^.r configuration and flibtlt regime ar restrict fuselage notion.
This report will present the derivation of a set of equations which
n;odel the basic dynamics of a coupled hingeless rotor/fuselage system. The
math model is not intended to represent all the very complicated interactions
the sircrafC experiences in flight. Rather, this study is an attempt to
mathematically model, the complex dynamic interaction betweoen the razor and
fuselage, This is performed. by deriving a set of nonlinear equations of
motion while clearly documenting the rotor/fuselage matching procedure..
TI, FORMULATION OF THE ^'ROBLEM
A. General
The configuration considered in this study is shown in Figs. l and 2.
The rotor has N blades with distr3 .buted mass and stiffness properties.





t^^rsion, ^^ , deflections. t2otor geometry is shown in FigR. 3 and 4.
The helicopter fuselage is modeled as a rigid body with three transla-
tional and. three rotational degrees of freedom. The fuselage center of mass
is assumed to be located in the vertical centerline plane of the fuselage.
B. Basic Assumptions
The following assumptions are used in deriving the equations of motion.
1) The blades are connected to the hub at an offset distance a From
the axis of rotation.
2) The blade feathering axis ii; preconed by an angle ^ P . The blade.
has no torque offset and no angle of sweep or droop.
3) The blade cross section is symmetric about the major principal,
axis.
4) The blade cross section can have four distinct points: center
of gravity, aerodynatnic center, tension center, and. elastic
center. The elastic axis is assumed to be a straight line and
coincident with the feathering axis.
5) "The blades can have distributed pretwist about the undeformed
elastic. axis.
6) The blades are assumed to be composed of an isotropic linear
elastic homogeneous material.
7) Each blade can bend in two mutually perpendicular directions
normal. to the elastic axis and torsionally twist. Moderate




$) During dafoxmation, tttct blade cross sections remC^tin planQ^ and
normal to the elastic axis ^^uler-T3err^aulli hypothesis).
9) Two^ditnensianal quasi-steady aerodynamic loads are usnc+ , Apparc:ttt
mass, compressibility, and stall e^fectt> t^t:c ^.ktol.ttdod; dynamic
stall. e^,tects are neglected.
l0) The rotor is assumed to operate at a constant sp.ded ®^rotaGion.
ll) All structural damping forces are assumed to be o^ a viscous type.
12) Ther^tor shat is assumed rigid. No contro^. system xlexibility
Ur engine. dynamics are mnde]:ed.
^.^) The fuselage is modeled as a rigid body with: total mass ri d, ;:tad.
motr,?^<^^Zts of inertia lX , xY , Iz and product of inertia xl
14) The Fuselage center of mass is located in ttte vertical centerlitle
plane of «:he fuselage.
15) The fuselage has transls:tional degrees of freedom RK , Ity , Its , in
three mutually perpendicular d^.rections and }^hre:e rotational de^rc^:s
of freedom 8^, ^lY , q^
16) The. helicopter is assumed to be in equilibrium. forward flight.
Additional assumptions used in the derivation are given in the text.
C. Ordering Scheme
Its the process of deriving the set. of governing nonlinear partial dif-
ferntia^, equations, a considerable number of terms which may be small and
negligible are encountered. To neglect higher order terms in a systematic
manner, an ordering scheme is used', All quantities are assigned an order
o£ magnitude In tea^ms oaf a nondimansionnl quantity,, whicta represents
typicAl elastic blade slopes. ThQ ordering. sclaenae :ts then used wl.tta tt^e
2
nssumpa.inn ttaat terms of 4{r) nre negli,giblc whorl compared to germs of
order pne, i.e, 1 + 0(C) ^ ^,.
tJtaen mt^^^ling the dynamics o^ corapled rotor/strpprart si^ ►stems, ttae
magnitude assignment of fuselage motion is very important. The assll;ned
order of magnitude of fuselage motions must allow the matta rwac;l to adc^quatel.y
represent actual system behavior. However, the ordering sctaeme should he
such to restrict the total number of terms appearl.ng iat ttae final equ^^tions
to Chose which are important, This will not only allow tlae soluticaat of the
final equations to be less cumbersome, utrt also yield greater physical.
insight int• O ttae nature of tare problem. Consequently, it is assumed in this
study that fuselage rotations and perturbation translations axe of order
3/2
e	 This will allow the model to be valid for a helicoptei :^ in equilibrium
flight undergoing small fuselage motions. I^Iodernte blade deformation is
retained. AddR^ianally, the. analysis will remain general to adequately
modal the complex dynamics between the rotor and the fuselage. On the other.
hand, this assignment restricts the tremendous number of fuselage-dependent
rotor forcing terms. if fuselage rotations and nondimensional displ ,acemc,nts
are .assigned a lower Dreier of magnitude, i.e., 0(e), the expressions For
the rotor/fuselage matching conditions mre practically unmanageable. The
3/2
present assignment of 0(e	 ) will restrict tine final equations of motion.
to a length where physical understanding is still possible.
5
^.
Th+^ ussignec orders tzE magnitude of the ^unntit^.es used in thin study
are
Cl. ^ Q G
v^ wk ^^ e b ^
^k
 t^ ^ xr ^ 0 CE2^
k:. '' ^	 ' Jr2. '12
The syr^tema ► .^a: a^apl^,cata.an ^` 'his orde;,iti^; scheme :i.tx the derivat^att procedure
wild. y^.eld tt consistent set off' nonlinear c^c^uations o^ motion.
I12, DIRxVA7'TgN pF GOVLRNxNG L(^UAT1gNS
A. Get,.eral
The math model is cotnpased oP an N-bladed elasC^.c rotor and a rigid.
body ^useluge. Lack blade wall leave governing partial differential equations
of motion for the flap, lag, and torsion deflections. Thu fuselage motion
will be governed by the three force and three moment equations of system
equilibrium.
The math model of this study considers each rotor blade individually
and the equations for the f lap, Lead-lag, and. torsion of each blade are
derived.. Rigid body fuselage motions are inc.uded in the calculation. of
6
,^,,,	 _.,,^...^ ,tea ^^	 -.._ _	 ^ , _ _ ._
^,^ 1
, n
thc: blade loads. Consequently, the equations of motion for each rotor blade
are coupled to the fuselage through the forcing terms .^.n the loading expres-
lions.
Qverall system equilibrium is enforced by requiring .Force and moment
balance aC the rotor hub. These. six equations of equilibrium are the
governing fuselage equations of motion.
B. Coordinate Systems
The Coordinate systems used. in the lerivation procedure are shown in
Figs. 1-7. A brief description of these coordinate systems a,s given in
Table 1. The Bulei transformation matrix between each system is given ^.n
^;ppendix A. The unit eoordinato vectors oL etie j th system in the X. ,^' . , Z . s^^e
J ^ J
directions are given bye , e . , e, , respe^;tively.
,jX	 j^ JZ
C, b7.ade Equations of Motion
The governing equations of motion for the kth blade of an N-bladed
rotor ^+re taken from Ref. 12. TL is important to note that Ref. 12 neglects
the influence of axial forces on the torsional rigidity of the rotor blade
as being very small (compared to the bending eitiffness). In addition, f.or
rotor blades where cross secticnal warping due to torsion may be significant,
a more appropriate elasticity theory should be used to derive the blade math









The krh blade ec^ua^^.ens at equ^,librium wx,iCCe^1 in the undeformed cc^ordiciaCe
dtrecC^,ons, under the assumP^^.c^na of Sec... rI. ^, are liven by
Tk + x ^' ^ uk ► x $-3^k),K ° Cwk,,^ c^.-3Yk^,^ '^ ^3xk "` 0
	
a. 7
'rE l2 ^^ cos7{9Gk '^" ^YY 51^^^Ck^vk+uK
+ ^ ( -z^^ ^rYY^ C^k^'+^k,x^ cos,29Gk +Cwk,,^x -2^k uk ►xx^.
• s/n^G,l^ cos ^^,^^ - Tk xy- Ccost9Gk — ^k sinL9Gk^^, yc>c
^• (wk , x ^3xk ^^ x "^ ^ 3^k^x ^ -v3Yk = a	 C^^
" C F ^ ^'^ ^ - ZYY^ sin (^^,k ^ o.s C9Gk ^ vk ► x x + 2 ^k wk • x x
^ ^^_^^ sin 2[9^k
 ^ .^YY cos^Q^k) wk^xx
^ ECZ^^ ^' Tyy) ^k vk,xxcos 26'^,^)
- Tk xT (sin8Gk+ 4r'k c°s6Gk) ^^xx
C^ Tc
^k + x uk+xx^+k + (Wk ► xTl^^+^
... ^




[ G ^" (^k, x ^' v,^,xxwk,x^^,X * EC=^^ -=r r^ LC^k?xX
w k ,?x ^ sin lgGk cos c,9^k ^ Vk^xx ^k^xX Cos 2 (9Gk^
^" ^k X T ^ v3k„^Xcost9Gk ` vk^xu 5^r7(^Gk)
C4)
These represent the equations of equilibrium for the kth blade axial direction
and the lead-lag, flap and torsion deflections, respectively.
The distributed loading vectors which appear in Eqs. (1) - (4) may be






erivations o£ Pak and. 
^k 
are presented below.
C. 1. Inertia Loads
The distributed inertia loads are determ'_necl by calculating the










where the position vector r^, k is written with respect to the un-
disturbed hub location.
The position vector is o'^^Cained by first considering fuselage	 ,
motion. The fuselage canter of mass undergoes small perturbation
translational motion given b^ 	 °
^F ^ ^ X ^ FX ^ ^ Y ^FY ^ ^^ ^^E?^ 	 C8)N
Additionally, the fuselage is assumed to undergo rig^,d body ro-
lotion by experiencing a yaw-pitch-roll sequence of Fuler angle
rotations, 8 Z , ^Y , ©X, respectively.
Fuselage motion produces hub displacement r- h ` _A_s shownN
in Fig. 1, the hub is assumed to be located from the fuselage
center of mass by
rH = - x^ e Fx + ^^ eF^
	
C9)
Consequently as the fuselage expez•^.^^nces rigid body motion, the
hub is displaced by
rh = ^ R x ^ ^e=C eY +6x^^) }eRxN
+^ R Y 	 xF^^ ^' ^F^ ®x_ ^Y^^^^e2Y
f^ R^ + x^^Y ^ e R^
= rx eRx	 rY e RY ^ r^^R^	 C2 o)
to
1 n
Hence the position vector NPk , l:q. (7), written [ram the un-
disturbed. hub position to the point P on the deformed blade cross
section, is
^	 ^
r Pk ^ ^ X ^° R X + ^Y ^ RY ^' Y'^ e R^N
'^ e 2Xk ^ ( x k + u k ^ e sxk + vk e31'k
^'`^k ^'3^k ^` Kok ^'4Yk
^Ok ^ 4^k
	 C11^
Rewriting Eck. (11) in the 2lc-coordinate system using the trans^or-
ma Lions eF Appendix ^ yields
^2Pk = € rx cos ^'k + rY sin ^'k + e +- xkN
^ u k ^' ^ Pwle. +- ^.pk^-vk,X --^ k (wk,x-^^3p)^
+ ^ r`.^ Cos `f'k -- r"x s /n ^k -^ vk ^- ^ Ok
n
+ ^Ok ^ 2 - wk , X f3p + ^k v,^, x ^^^} e2^k C22)
i;	 ^^
The angulAr velocity vector wk , Eq. (7), includes the fuselage
N
rigid body rotations plus rotor rotakion.
. i
• ^	 +wk = B'x ^ R.x
^' -^- ^ 1 X
w	 ^
t^'y ^ 
'e.Y + 8^ a R^
^ i3^
Rewriting Eq. (l3) in the 2k-coord^.nate system yields
LV Z k ^ (9x + t^'Y c9 ^ — ®^ (9'y ^ COS ^k
+- (- 6 X 6^^ + c3Y
 + t`^^ 6X ) sin ^'k ^ e 2xk
^- ^ (- 8'X - ^Y E3 ^ + 6^ 6Y) sin ^'k
Substituting Eqs. (12) and (14) into Eq. (7), performing the
differentiations and the vector cross products, the inertial ac-
celeration of a general point P on the deformed blade cross section
expressed in the 2k-coordinate system is obtained, a lPk . Rewriting
N
in the 3k-coordinate system yields a^Pk, the inertial. acceleration
vector in the undeformed blade coordinate directions. Applying.
D'Alembert's principle and integrating the differential force





p^sk ^ f ^q ^ a g ^k ^A	^^^ 'N
Intzoducin^ the identities ok' Appendix B, Eqs. (B-1)-(B-9), and
app7,ying the ordexing scheme., the final distributed inertia farce
vectp r of the 1^.th blade is Ewen by
`^ 3I'k r r'"' ^2 ^-- r k G cxs ^k - 1^^, 5 /n ^k ^ 2 v kN
+ C^ -r- x k) + 2 c9-^ C e. ^^- x k) ^ e 3 x k
+ -rra.s^^'^ cos^'k^-r'Y + 2 wk ^X + Bx(wk^+^P( e ^xk>>^
+ s I n ^k 1, rx + 2 vwk SY + f^ Y ^ v^ k -^ ^ P ^ e. + x k^^^
- vk
 - 2 u k + 2 ^ P wk -- L e + x k7 B^ + vk
+ Z ``^^vk +- x =cc^s eGk^ e 3Yk
+ ,^-,.s^2 ^ ^^s ^k ^ - 2 vk - vk 6X - 2 B^Y ^,^ + ^;^Prx
-- r 2 t9 X - eY^ C e. + ^ ^>1 + sip ^'k
 L --2^Y ^k
-uk^Y + 2uk^x + ^P rY -- C 2B',^, + Bx^C^.+x^^^
^r^ -- wk - 'L v k ,c3 P - 2^P ^^^e +xk^
`^p	 k	 Z GIB	 Gl.c} 3^k
_	 ^	 n	 n







	The d^.strbuted inertia moment is determined by Caking the 	 ^
moment of the differential Farces acting on "he blade cross section
about the blade cross section elastic center and integrating over
the blade cross section.	 '
^sk- - f A^^° L ^ ^Ok e4Yk + ^Ok ^4^.k' " CN 3'Pk^ c^A (17^
	
Eval^ar,ing Eq. (17) , introducing thc^ identities nE appendix B,
	 F
Eqs. (B-t3)-(A-15), and applying Che ordk^ring scheme yields the
Final distributed inextia moment vector of the kth blade.
^' 3Y !c	 S^-^' 
^ yJ'^ X =, G O s ^^Gk ^ ^"' + aC k^  ^ B'`f - 2 6X^ ca s `t'k	
,
^.
-^^+x k^(26Y +t9x> S in^k -r^ -^;3 ^ - 2^C3^,Vk
^3 P (e ^- x k^ + c^ k ^ vk - ^k^^ ^ yrr x= ^ 1 n ^Gk^ uk
^^	 ^	 ^' + D' sing'-- vk - T P (^ k + 6G^^ + DX cos k	 .,^	 k^
^' ^°^Ih83 ^c°^2^Gk'< ^vk^x + 2 ^O^xs^n^ - ^Ycc^s^,^>>
-- C^ 2 - Z vk, x^ cos t9^,^ sip c9Gk -- ^k Co s 26^k (.^
^ 2 Vk,x^^ + .^M82 ^ GOS ^BGk^ 2 Vk ► x ^ M k t t^Gk^
- 2v w
+ Vk ix ^ wk ^x - wk,x^ _ vk,x wk^x	 k^x k ^x
- 
Z w^ x^+ ^kccs 28Gk C1 + 2..vk,x^
14
^.
..,,.^W.	 __....	 .._.	 _	 _._.,,_.
-l- CaS^^ks^n^ k C^ ^ 2 vk ►x^^ ^ E= 3X1
*^Z 
^ '^'!'^ XrCoS DGk C c^^x k^ C ^ k - vk,x ^P^
A
.	
+ 2 ^ k vk '" Vk ► x wk ^ '^ yi-1 x s S)r) e'Gk L 2 Vk + (C + X k^^
^'rP Vk ► x (^k ^` ^Cyk^ '^" zI?7 83 ^ ^'k ^ Vk ^x " Vk,x^ C oS2^C.k
+ ^ vk^x _vk ► x^ Cos^}Gk5in8Gk^
,1 /YI B2 ^ k cos (gGk C vim, x - vk ^ x^ '{' GO S ^ BG.^^Wk ► ^
"' (\^/ le,x +^p^ - ^ C ^Gkvk ^x ^' ^k vk ,X^ ^ ^ (^k ^' ^Gk^
^`^k^xwk^x ^' Vkw wk^ ^ — 2Cg'x	 G k ^^
- BY cos'^'k
 + t^x5)» ^k^ + cc,s p.^k s in 6^




 ^ yrt xT coscg^kL f`^c cos ^'k + rY s^n^'k
~2v^ - Ce+x^>(^. - 2^}^^^ + ^k(e+xk^-^kssln^^k
- .Z^^, wk > x ^^ k ^- ^^^^ + .^^^3^ ^^, C^3P' ^'`ik^x^c os ^8^k
2
t c as C9^^k ^ -- ^k , x - 2 ^,^ wk ,x 
_ 2 Utz: , x U)^ ^ x
`.I
xs
^ ^k^cos k -^ 26xC ^^k ^^k^s ln `^k 1
+ Gas (9'^k 5^r^ t}^C7^k^ ^P " Wk , x -^- 2 C(3^k * Cb k>>^ ^-
+ ^m 82 C ^ k C Wk,x - ^l3p^ Gos t9Gk
+ ros2tye^k^`-^2^k^^,k- ► cSgGk^-2wk,Xwk,X^o'
+- c o,^ c9^ k s ire 6^ k ^ w k , x ^ 2 C 6G k '^ ^ k^
^^>>^
e3^ ^
^	 „	 .,$'" .Z3 yC fc e 3x k + ^-r3^r,k f'-3Yk ^ ^-,Z'.3^ k e3 ^ k
C18)
, n





The determ^.nmt^.on of the mcrodynmmic loads on the rotor
requ^.res ttie resultmnt relative velocity between the blade and
air. This may be written ms
V'k 
°°' 
"V'A k 	 MC Ck	 X19)
where ^^ is the Cree stream. air Claw and v E^^ is the velocity of
N 1
the deformed bl^^de's cross section el^^:;tic center. The free stream.
air Clow includes the e:fCect of Corward flight mnd the induced inflow,
vk, which has radml mnd mLimuthml dependence. The vecxor ^Alc is
N
liven by
VAk > VF COS CN^, eRX - V^ S1C14'Qe R^ ^ vkeZ^kN
C 2 0)
Rewriting Eq. (2p) in the deformed blade's Sk-coordinate directions
yields NA5k^
The velocity of the deformed blade's cross. section .elastic
center, VECk' is given by
N




wha^rn NECk ^.^ given by Lq. (12) with YOk ^ zQk • 0 and wk ^.^
givenby ^q. (lli). ^vnluating gq. (24), rswr^.tis^g in the Ski
coordinrate system, And substituting it along with NA5k into gq. X1.9)
yi^l^s the resultsnt relntiv^ v@locity ^5k . Since t^to"dimsnsionr^l
r^erodyn^mic theory is used, only the velocity components in the
plane of the deFormecl blAde cross suction ^tre requiraci, The ^insl
expressions tyre
r
VS Y^. = n R^ cos ^k "^.c8^ ^/c't vk ,^ -- rY
^^,t ^^an aR ^x ^ + slr ^k L ^/u' "/r't' ^°^'r^ A'^ ®Y
^s ^ k " -^- R. ^ co s ^k ^ "^,^, (^9 R ^- Wk ^ x^ -- uk eX
+ (e, + x kl ^Y + r'x^W k, x^ ^ p^^
-. v ly' - C e +- x ^ 6'sl>^ ^'k C lit V k ► k wk + x	 k Y	 k X
•
w k ^ vk (w^, x + ^3,p> ^ Ce p xk.^vk,xwk^X^
(23^
1,e
The nir^oi^. configur^ ► tion Et^r the cnleulration o^ the stc^udy
ae^odynam^.c ^.^ade is shown ^,n ^'ig, ^. Thy stendy aarodynamie lif C,




^ s ^ "` ^'^ b ^.^ ^ °rk ► mk t ^R,^e C 24}
msk ^ xA L s^ +` ,^ f A b2c^► a.^ Cak ,rYtk^ uRk
^ 2^)
wlxere
URk ^SYk + ^S^k .— v5'Yk	 X27)
vs'v k
^^	 (VS^k	 (^$^
"^` ^G k ^" ^ k '^ Vsti.k
The unsteady lift and moment, ^"U5 and MUS , are obtained from
taro-dimensional incompressible than airfoil theory, Itef, l3. 'lie
assumption of quasi--steady airloads, C(k) ^ ^., is made. '.Che
influence of unsteady aerodynamics on ^.,^tor blade behavior was
first studied in Refs. l4 and. l5. IC was shown that aquasi-steady
airload assumption is usually conservative when determining
rotor blade sCability. The airfoil environment for Che unsteady
aerodynamic load calculation is shown in Fig. 9. T,he unsteady






^ugk ^ ^oAab ^ 2 u'Nk ^ 2 ^xA M ^^apk
+ u Q k or pk C b ^- x ^,^ ^	 ^ 3 t^)
musk ' ^^► a h { Z C XA ^ ^) l^. Nk + 2 A'P k C xAZ
" 
^A b ^' ^^^`" ^' + ^R1^c ^Pk^ X^ b ` ^'A ^" ^ ^ ^^^^
^3 ^^
S^,nae the unstetaciy l^,^t and moment are determined using a linear
theory, only linear terms in peXturbatian motion are retained in
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Note that although a 7,inear (va1^.d up to Q (^)) unsteady aero-
3^2
dynamic theory is used, terms linear in body motion (0(e	 ))
are retained Car completeness.
The resulting distributed aerodynamic loads written in the
,5k-coordinate system are givQn by
^ASk ^ ' Lsk sirs (fanr^ ( 'VsYk^ ^N
?^s^ cow ^ `^an ` ^ ^ Vs^k^ )^ e SYk.v5 Y k
5Yk
" Ds k s t n (-E-an-' ( vas ^ t^ ^ ^ } ^ s' ^ k
v^YkN
 ^
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Rewriting Eqs. (35) and (36) in the undeformed blade coordinate
directions and neglecting Che axial force component yields
'/^, A 3 k ^ ^ " ^'- 5 Gc 
^ v 
'^ ^` ^ '" ^ ^- 5 k + ^-' u 5 k^ ^k ^ x wk ^ ^
SYk
n
D sk ^ i° 3Yk
+ ^ Le k + L. ,.,^ s t^ ^' e- 3 ^ k.	 C37^
_	 ..
^'A3k	 ^"ASX k ^°' 3X1.c + $",4.5'X ^c V k+x ^° 3Yk
N
Substituting the velocity expressions into the steady and
unsteady load expressions, evaluating, pA3k and nA3k and
N	 r3
applying the ordering scheme yields
+,^" "^, x
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+ C ^ +- x k^ < COY - c9^x^ ^^,^, (c}^k + `^ k) ^^
^- S/^ ^k^ /^'` ^2 b - Xq^ CW k,x +^p + d'Gk+^k^
- 2 Cam+-xk> ^ 8Y + c9^X^^ + ^ b-^a^ Ce+xk^C(^x^os^'k
•	 n
^ k - 'r te - w k^ ^ e 3^ k
_	 ^
^' /^^'t^'Y k 'e 3Yk } /- A3^ k e3^ k 	 C3q)
c^.RS..x,^ = fop b..rZ^23
ac.^
x C (2,cc,,:-X ^ etc, 2 ^ s,n z ^k a-- ^^,c ^ jrc, C ^^ ^ Vk , x)
- r.r^ Gos ^'k 51 n ^k +2^^ +x^^ ^rY iL` C ^^ +
2 ►^
^^i
+ y k ► x 77 cos`^^ + 5 I'^1 'Ck ^ ` 2^u C C e' + x k) C ^.+ 9^^
^ 2 vk C^^+-x k>
^ cos ^k C 2 (x'A - 2^ C Vic. wk, x + C ^ +- x` k^(^y - ^x>
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^- A3^ k — w J^.',c ^'ASx k	 C^4-2
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Several comments should be made concerning the aerodynamic
loads presented in Eqs. (39)-(42). Apparent ma y s terms, stall,
and compressibility effects are included in the analysis. The
aeroels^stic phenomenon of dynamic stall, although neglected in
the present analysis, may be incorporated in a semi-empirical
manner. Including these effects will yield a mars: realistic rotor
model. Several such approaches axe available in the literature
for a^roelastic response calculations l ^' 1S . Also the aerodynamic
loads as presented herein are valid only in the normal flow region.
The inculsion of the effects of the reversed flow region on the
retreating blade can be incorporated in the model by first determining
the region of reversed flow for the given flight condition. Rem
calculating the airload exprzessians within this region using





will model the influence of reverse flaw.
In Eqs. (39)(42), the induced inflow field has not been
specified. Typically i.t will have radial and azimuthal dependence.
The high frequency and nonuniform nature of the induced inflow
field can be incorporated using an analytical wake modeling program 9
On the. other hand, if one is primarily concerned with low frequency
variation, a dynamic inflow model such as the one presented in Ref.







The blade structural damping .].Dads are assumed to be
of viscous nature (assumption ll). The distributed structural
damping forces and moments written in the undeformed blade
coordinate directions are
^ .^3 k = " ^,SL Vk e-3Yk .. ^SF Wk e, 3^k <45^
respectively.
C.4 Final Blade Equations of Motion
The governing nonlinear partial differential equations
of motion for the ^:th blade of an N-bladed rotor .are obtained
by substituting the inertia, aerodynamic, and damping loads
into the equations of equilibrium, Eqs. (1)-(4). After some
algebraic mainpulation and a final application of the ordering
scheme, the equations for the load-lag, flap and torsion
deflections are obtained. These equations are presented in
Appendix C.
The boundary conditions which the blade deflections
must satisfy depend on the type of rotor. For a hingeless
rotor, the boundary conditions are
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From Ref. 10, the. blade cross section elastic moments and .shears
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t ^^^^^,"^YY^S^n^G^os^GV,xxc^^x + ^ ^r^^^'^n''^^
't'.ZyYG05''^^,^ w^Xx^rK - Q.^^ ^-vJ^^Q3X ^'^''k^'3Y Cs^)
" C^^^^"ZYY^ Sll`?C^GCQSt„!^ W^xx.^^x
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+ ^ ^^^z5'in^'eG ♦ ^^' Ycasz^G ^CWtxx '_'c-YV^ x^^
T^C T"T/^7 ^G ^>rc ^' ^' 3Y ` Yyx ^'3X ` Wa x U '^ ^
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For an articulated rotor,. the natural, boundary conditions at the
blade t3,p remain the same. The blade root boundary conditions are
(a) At the root (x3k = 0):
where MY and MZ are given above.
D. Fuselage Equations of Motion
The governing fuselage equations of motion are determined by
balancing rotor- and fuselage-induced forces and moments at the hub..
These matching conditions between the N-bladed rotor and the fuselage ensure
dynamic equilibrium of the overall system.
2.9
, n
Using the rigid body model of the fuselage and invoking D'Alembert's
principle, the inertia force vector P^, acting at the fuselage ce:.ter of
N
mass is given by
^'^- - - ^ C M^ VFWN
^^ ^
Note that ^q. (52) is restricted (assumption 16) to flight conditions
where the fuselage F—coordinate system ^.s an inertial reference frame.
The inertia moment vector, Q F, obtained from D'Alembert's principle and
N
acting at the fuse^.age center of mass is given by
Q^ ^ - ^ C.^^ ^^^ti
..	 -
X^ C .Z^x — 2 x^x c^Y) ^ s^ x C 8x
^ ey 8^ ^..rX -- ,Z'^) t^ c9 Y B^ (.z'Y - Z^^ e FX
..
-^' zy B Y +Z^x ^^^ 8^ -Bx Bx
8^ - fix, ^ + c9^ 6^x L.rY •- zX^





^' _^ ^^ ^ $y 6r^ C z"X - Z'^^ + ^X Sy C TS
_ TY) ,^ i9X a y ^ =x .. z,.^ + z^ x ^ sx
8^ ^Y ^+ 3 t9'Y g'^ ^- ^ ^ Y 61^ ^ ^ ^ F^
Cs3
The fuselage-induced inertia force g cting at the displaced hub is
PH NFr Eq. (52). The fuselage-induced inertia moment acting at
the hub, Qx , is given byN
N	 N	 N	 N
.
-36Y 6x^ + 8^,6Y tzy-^x^ + aYe^Czx-=^^
^ MF xF C^e^ t}^ ^- ^Y 6
-Y^ ^ e ^x
t^^. Fax C z"y - . X^^ + c9,^ c9-^ (^^ - 2y^
r /`^F ^ ^ C ^k - ^^ ^Y^ ^ e aY
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6x 6Y ^ sX ^ zY) + MF X F ^ Ry - ^,^ B ^^
.a
^ S4
why':;°^, i^`rntn ^q. (lA^,
C Ss,^
The gravity loads acting at the hub, assuming .the helicopter
is In level horizontal. £light, are given. by
^G ^ .- (M^ + MR ^^ S„^ ^'^ ^ max.
- C M^ + M,^) ^ cos ^^ e ,^ ^	 Cs^^
Q ^ _ - M,^^. ^os^^R. C xF ^- ^F 8X) e,^ X
^- MF-^ < ^ ^s ^rie C x^ - ^ ^ B Y ^
+S/h^,e ^^f-t XFBy)^^l^Y
-^ M^^ sin ^',e C xF ®.^ + ^ ^ BX) ^:. R^ Cs^^
s2
_. _ _	 .	 _	 ^ _^..^_ 4 _ _ _____..:^.. 	 _. _ . _ ,__..^^._.
Gr^►vity ^.aads mra considered to primAxily influence the tie^.icopter trim
problem. The rotor blade gravity loads are considered to be negligible
compAred to the blade inertia and aerodynamic loads and gave been
neglected in Sac. ITI. C,
Other forces and moments acting on the fuselage and induced at the hub
may be expressed. in general form t► s
aT QX ^ R.X ^' ^Y ^ RY + Q ^ ^ R^	 ^ '^^"^^
These bads can	 represent airframe aerodynamic forces, including
nertldyn^ic ^nt^rf gran^r^ effect8 atad Csil rotor influence, ar the effr^t
of landing skids when in ground contact. This latter :modal coa^ld allow
for the possibility of using this math model to investigate the dynamic
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phenomenon of ground resonance.
The final ingredient of the matching .conditions are the rotor forces
and moments induced at the hub,^P^ and Q^, respectively. The distributed
loads acting on the kth blade expressed in the undeformed 3k-coordinate
system are given by Eqs. (S) and (5). The individual components of these
vectors were derived and presented in Secs. xII. C.l - TII. C,3.
Rewriting these ] ,odds in the rotating ^k hub plane system, p^ k' and N2k'





^2k ^ f ^ `p^k ^X^	 C(o©^
D ti
^2k ^^ L ^2k + C^ rHk x `^' 2k^^ c^}C k 	CG,^1^
N	 N	 A,r
Wll('.^e
N N k - e e 2 x k + X 1c.^ 3X k + `'^k. ^ 3Y 1c ^` w1c^` 3^{.c
^^^^
Transforming the farces and moments into the nanrotat^.ng rater coordinate
system, N ^^, and Q^k' and performing a summation ovex alb. N blades of the
rotor yields ttie final expressions for the rotor-induced farces and momrrnts
at the hub.
N
^R ^ 'nRk	 C63>
k ^.^N
^,e ^ ^ ^^'k.	 C 64J
a,^,
The .fine], .fuselage equations of motion are given by Writing farce
and moment balance at the hub due to fuselage- and rotor-induced ].cads.
Tay •t P^ f PT t PR, ^ Q	 Crs)




These. equations, even after application of the ordering schCatne, are very
lengthy and reflect the complexity of model:Lng coupled rotor/fuselage
dynamics. The equations themselves are. given in Appendix D.
I'J. ROTOR/FUSELAGE SXSTEM
EQUATIONS OF MOTInN
The final governing equations of motion include the three. equations
governing lead-lag, flap, and torsion deflections for each blade of the
N-bladed rotor, Eqs. (C-2)-(C-4). Conseq^.^ently there are a total of 3N
rotor equations of motion. Fuselage motion is governed by Eqs. (D-1) - (D-6).
Note that in the fuselage equations of motion, Eq. (11) was used to express
the fuselage trar,elational degrees of freedom in terms ^:^x hub translations
and rotations.
^^	 r'x — '^,c C B^ y f BX ^ ^)	 C67)
^y = rY f x^ c9^ + ^^ COX - 9y B^)	 C^B^
^^ ^ r^ — x F ^Y	 C69)
Therefore the system motions are r X, rY , rZ , 6X, 8Y , O Z , vk, wk and
^k, k = 1, N.
As written, the final equations are in ;second order partial differ-
ential form. The spatial dependence may be removed by expressing the
b1ad^: deflections as summations of elastic mode shapes and, by Galerkin's
35




method, integrating the rotor equations to eliminate the spatial
dependence. The selection of bla3e mode shapes will depend on the
rotor model, hingeless or articulates. The number and type of mode
shapes, used in each deflection representation, will directly effect
the size of the. final system of equati©ns and the ability to determine
system aeraelastic behavior.
Several comments can be made about the nature of these second order
nonlinear periodic coefficient equations. As derived, the rotor equa-
lions of motion are written in a rotating reference. system whereas the
marching conditions between the rotor and the fuselage are written in
a nonrotating system. Although thj.s may cause some difficulty when
visualizing results, this procedure allows for greater physical insight
into the physics of L-he problem.
It is possible to rewrite the rotor equations of motion in terms
of norrotating rotor degrees of freedom using multiblade coordinates22.
This transformation will replace some of the periodic coefficient terms
in the final equations with constant coefficient terms. Far some cases
(hover, N > 3) this procedure will remove all periodic coefficient terms
from the rotor equations of motion. However this is not the case for a
helicopter in forward flight. Thus to be able to model an N-bladed rotor
in forward flight, the rotor equations of motion will include periodic
coefficients. Even after applying a multiblade coordinate transformation,
it is possible to use a constant coefficient approximation for the remaining
periodic coefficients. Although this approximation is good for many practi-
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The equations of motion presented herein can be used to study both
aeroelastic stability and response of coupled rotor and fuselage systems
in hover or forward flight. There is no restriction on the number of
rotor blades. Additionally, due to the consistent formulation of the
complete problem, these equations can be used to represent single isolated
rotor blade behavior. By suppressing the hub motions in Eqs.. (C-1)-(C-4),
governing lead-J.ag, flap, and torsion equations of motion are obtained.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents the formulation of the governing equations of
motion of a coupled rotor and fuselage helicopter math model. The
derivation procedure yields a consistently derived set of second order
nonlinear periodic coefficient partial differential equations. 7.'hese
equations may be used to study coupled rotor/fuselage dynamics in hover
or forward flight..
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AESCRIPTION OF COORAZNAT^ :SYSTEMS
SYSTEM	 AESCRTPTION
F	 Fuselage axes. Origin fixed at undisturbed
fuselage center o£ mass
R	 Rotor axes. Nonrotating. Origin fixed at
undisturbed hub location. Airections
coincident with F-system.
^.	 Nonrotating rotor system with origin fixed
in hub. Directions coincident with deformed
R-system directions.
21^	 Rotates. with kth blade. Origin fixed in hub.
3k	 Rotates with origin fixed in kth blade's
pitch bearing. Preconed by 
-,Bp a axk.
System yields unde£ormed blade coordinate
directions.
4k	 Origin fixed in deformed. kth blade cross
section at elastic center. System undergoes
rigid body translation and rotation from
3k-system.
5k	 Origin fixed in deformed blade at elastic
center. Rotated from 4k-system by removing
elastic torsion rotation..
V	 Nonrotating. Origin fixed in hub. ^ axis
defines direction of oncoming air velocity

















































T'ig. 2 Helicopter coordinate system
in Forward Might
Z2k^ e2Zk
X 1 ^ e 1 X	 X2k^ e2Xk






Y2k ^2Yk Y , e	 ^•^" x3k ' e3Xk^ ^	 3k 3Yk
Rn
x2k^ e2Xk














Fig. 5 Blade cross .section configuration
ey, ^
























^i^. $ A^:rfa^.l ve].acities and ste;^dy
aerody ys^mic farces an deformed


















The ^ule^ trnnsformaCiati mat^^.eea used in the deriv^^t^ .on of the
equaGiens tn^at^on, are given bel^aw, ror ro^atiun^ of p (^) rtnd h3,gher,
the sma^.]. Angle ^►ssumpGian is used (cos 8 ^^., sin ^ x D ).
eVxk	 cos aR	 0	 - sin a^	
^, 
^x
VYk —	 0	 1	 ^	 ^ RY
^v^k
	
sinarR	 0	 eoS aR	 a ^^
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^s.x 1	 ^	
.. ^Y e aK
e iY -^^+eY gx	 1	 Bx e. RY
^1^. ^YMBxe,Zc	 ^ `7(} ^Y B^ 	 ^- a R^
^2Xk cos Tk	Sln ^'k	^ e i.X
e 2Yk _ -sin k^	 co;, k^	 Q L'tiY
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(A . 4^
e	 1	 uk„c	 wk>x ^	 e3x.k4xk















D	 1	 ' ^k	 e4Yk
e5^k	 ^	 ^k	 1	 ea^k




From basic definitions, Fig. 5, atitd the assumptions of section
ZT.B the following identities are used in the derivation.
40k	 .^ ^ cos e1Gk	 — ^ SIt1 eGk
zok	 = ^ 511`i eGk
	





Kok	 ^ ^Gk `^Ok
^pk ^ 86k ^Ok ^Gk ^Ok
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The governing nonlinear partial. differential equations of motion
for kth blade of an N-bladed. rotor are presented below. They represent
equations of equilibrium in the axial. direction and the lead-^.ag, flap,
and torsional deflections, respectively.
Tk , X f yrs^.^ C - rx
 cos ^k
 ^ ry s ^ n `^'k
1. E^ _^^ GOS28GLc
 + ZyYSinZ^G^^ vk.^,cx
+E ^_^^ 




- C 1 x T cos C^Gk 7^ x x -- C G^'^ ^,X wk,^x^,x
,}.,	 z
+ 2 eG^ ^z/YI83 " .Zj^g^) Gos ^^k S^nBGk ^ ^ x
+ ^'"..s^. Z L GoS ^^ ^_ r 'l. + 2 w k Bk. 
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^P ^e +x k^^ ^- sin^'k C rx + 2w^^(3Y
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,,: ^A 3 Y rc	 C c-z )
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L ^^ ^ cYk , ^c + Vk,X,c w, x,^ ^,x ^" C1 xT C wk , X ,,, cos BG i<
^uk,xx SIn 9'Gk^) ^' E- C ^'^^ `^YY^ ^^`vk^xxWk,xx Gas 2^Gk
2	 2	 .^,





^* ^'► ..^1-^ ^C^ ovs ^Gk L,,GoS ^k ^ °^.-i^ X k> ^ ^Y - 2 gx^
- Ce+x k^ C^ B Y + C-3x^ s tn `^'k ^- ^'^ -- w`k
.,
- 2 ^k C ^p+^ wk ,x> + cb k C Vk - vk> + Ce+xk> C-^^
- wk ,,^ ^ Vk , x ^,^^] ^- ^i'^_C^..Z` x=S,n ^Gk C Vk
..
+ l9'xGoS `t'k + ^"^ s trl `^'k^ + ^^ Z tn^3 L ^ ^P Uk^x
- wk, xvk ^ x - 2 f3 Y cos^k + 2 BX sin ^k^ cos Z BGk
- ^ 1 +2.^/k,x> Go5'^Gk Stn ^Gk
 
- 
^'k cos gGk C .1.
>.
+ 2^/k , X ^^ `^" .^Z ^MB2 cos ^^^k ^ - Vk^x ^^''k•x
- vk , x ^p - 2wk , x C; ^... + v k ,,^^) +cos t`3GkStn9^kC1
+ 2 V^, ^ + ^k C ^- ^ 2yk ^ x^ cos 2eGk^x
-- ^ ST c^ 1K. SZ -1- Q, A 3 X 9^
C x '47
The elastic axial degree of freedom is defined by
U k = - ^ ^ X ^ Vk ^x + w k^x ^ dX	 CC'SZ p
54
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.^ ._s......^ _ . ,__	 ^..:.^,, ..	 .. .. ..	 .... . ...	 . _. ,^.
The aerodynamic quantities p	 , p	 , and q	 ate given byNA3Xk NA32k	 ^A3Xk
Eqs. (41) and (42), respectively. The coefficient appearing in
Eqs. (^-2) - (C-4) is given by






The following equations represent force and moment equilibrium at the.
rotor hub.
-MF C rx - ^ F ^ B'Y + 8'K ^^ ^"2 8X8^ '^ ex ^^,^^
Cx^. ^
_ M F ^ rY + X F ^g '^' 'z. F ^ e'x - ^Y ^^ - 2 ^y V g ' BY ^^
+ ^Y +ARV=o	 c^.z^
' M f C lY'^ - X ^ (gY^ `- ^ lVI F ^ MR ^ ^, c o s a►'R
. n
— ^ -Z x — 23"^  k tS Y^ ) C3X — Z"^ x C 6x — gx c9y — ^ 6y, 6',^)
..
+- ^F ^ l9X - BY ^^ - 2 8Y ^^ -- BY 8^^ -f- f ^ ex




^' ^^ eY Bx J
	
MF ^. ^s ^^ C xF ^^ + ^F
 ^x ^





 6Y - Six C ^'3a B^ - 6X 6x f 6^ .- BX) + 6^ ^x CzX zY^
•	 + Cz y --^'^.) Bx c9.^ ^+ C.7'x — .z"^.)
 6x 6,^ + l''If- x,^ ^ r ^-
— 
C x^ + ^f c^y) 19Y +rx 6'y^ ^ M^ ^^ ^ rx + x F 8Y 8Y
— ^^ 8Y ^ ^F ^ BY f ^xB^ + ^ 6x c9^  + K^ 6^^^
+ QY + QR.Y = O
	 C^.S)
^. ^ - z e- + e ^ +3e e + ^^ ^ ^+e ^ Cr -z ^^	 ^XC x	 ^ r	 Y^	 Y^	 Y x ^ x
+Cz'Y-^^^6x^Y +tzY-Zx^ x^ 6Y ^ MF ^`F rY - r^6^
+ x^e^ + ^^( Qx ^2gy8^ " BY ^'^^^+MF^F1^X ex
+ M^^.s^n QrR





..^._. ^___ ___,_._..__.. ^^s __._. 	 _...^.^,.^	 ...._ _ ___^__^^.,_
""
^ n
fihe genermlized Fuselage farces and moments, ^^, Q^, ^ " ^, X, ^,
are left undefined. The star-induced farces and moments, ^R^'Qg^ ,
^	 X, X, z, are defined in Appendix ^;.
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APPENDXX ^
The fol] .ow^,ng are the rotor- induced ^orees anal moments act^rr^,
at the hub i.n the K-system di: act^,ans.
N
^'Qx .^ ^^z ^. ^
x
 ^
^	 !`^'	 l` '',	 .
^ /OA b ^ CR '^, $ J ^7 3 Yk ^ /^ C G + ic. k^ C^'x -/^'^^ P rY
b	
^1'	 `^j
",,^,^ ^/k•,kwk,K ^ ^Z^QP (9^^ + GOSz `t"ksln'1'k ^ .0 ^W^,tx ^1/k^x
^, Z V ^ + cos ^ s,n'^ C 
Z W
	 Jrc. Ce+x E}'
	
/aP k^^.	 k	 k ^	 k^x^	 k^ Y
+ c'.a3^^k l 2 P^^^ •t-Xk7 (^Uk^x- f ^^j -F^tit (P.^ +xk^^^ CuJk^x
^ 3 ^P^^ ^ ^'in^` `^'k C 2^ Ce. +x kl vk , xv,^k ,x + Ce.-^ xk>^`c^'x











+^ 3 ^n ^k ^ " ^,.^-^. ^Y ^ v^ ^- C +^ ^-^ k ^^ .^ yk C .^k ^ ^^ + wk's
'^ Ukix W k, x C e. ^` X k..^^. ,^' Ce, '}-X k^ ^ ^^ '^, ,r..^ ,^ W I<^
+ Ce +^ k^^^ C ^ k, ^ wk^ + ^P Q^ Cc+xk^2^
k ^ ^^ "^ ^ P ^ b "' ^ A^ ^J
`^ k 1. `,,u-,gyp B'Y C b -- ^c A^ .1
Co s ue'	 ^	 ^	 .,,,
^ e t^ k^ ^3x	 ^ +
^ cos^k sin^k.L -^c.s.^ P ^wk^x'^^p^^ z b--Xq^
•	 _	 ..
--,r,^. C B^ ^^ ^' d^k`^ C ^ ^ -- XA^^' p + C e +^c k^ C^3k ^p 6
2
.r ^ ^' + x k^  ^Y (^ f' l 2 " X A^ ^ ^ cas`^'k ^ %^P
 (^'`^, I x+^^^ C e
+ xk) ^ b- XA^ r^P ^ 6G k+cb^^ ^^. -4-Xk^^ ^ 6-X^^
z	 k	 ^x,
+ sin 'rk L ^ ^Y C ^ b `
 X,e,^ ^ w k , x ^* /Ci p + flG + ^ ^ `^^	 k .i
'j` BY ^P ^-Xk^CWk^^c {'^p^C.^-x^,^ +g^ Ce,txk^CBGkt-c}^^^C21-j
:.
-XA^ - BY C^ k +Wks ^ y +-
6 o	 REPRUD TJCIf3ILITY
^IGIIVAL .PAGE ^^ THEIS POOR
..
^^,Gt. ^ ^ h^ ^ k^ V k , x .^: !/^ ^ j^, c, o ^ 't°^^ °^ ,^^,t<.t- ^ ^ G. -t-it k^
t vk ^ ,s3fit ^' `^^; t .51/i ^k C ^e ^ x ^^^ a• 2 U^^ Cam. ^-:^k^^
..	 ,,,,e,










F3 F ( ^/u.rX ^-^'-) s^n3 ^'k + ^^SZ'c^5in`!'kC ^-^Prx
+ c.os k^





^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^
+ a^P^-XCe^^-x^> ,,	 ^ k	 k
•i- c a.^`^'ks tn ^k ^ - Ce.+x k> ^ Uk BX -1- '^.^. vk ^xWk>x
+ r^ C ^ k ^ w k^ + ^'^ P 1. t x:. k^  C^^u.F3^ - r=,r^,cty k,x^
^- ^s^k ^ vk (^C,tc9Y ^ ^^ -• r^ ^— ^k^ -^ vk ^ x Wk , x C^.^xK^^
^- C ^ ^ k k^ C ^c. cgY .. ^ k -- ^ ^ — w k> — B^ C^. ^-;c ^l C ^ k .^ wk^
— ^ p Q^ C^. +xk^Z + 2^t9'jCvk,x Cep-Xk^^
Z
+ C e ^- x k> ^^ C ^ k + w k^ ^- 2,tc v ^ 8x ^- ^^.^. C e. +X k) eX^
62
REPRO AucII3^c ^ aQ n.^^'
p^t,IGIN
_.s...	 _..	 _..	 _ _	 ,r	 J
^' /Q P BX ^ 6 ^ x^^ cos ^k s 1 ►,^ z ^k
+ caS^k slh^^ r " bZ ^P C ^- C 6Gk ^+ c^k^ Wk ^x^
2	 AJ
_ _
+^ P C^+xk^ Bx ^, - /^P^Y C e+-Xk^^ 6 -^- x ,^^2




k ' X ^ p ^' Gk ^^^
-' ^ Cw k, x + ^ p^ C ^ -^ ^ k^C b - x^^
` ^x C 9G k + ^ k^ C e. -t--X k^ ^ z b -- X A^
t 2 8x (^ k .^, vV k^
-^' c. d ^ 
iu Z ^ os ^^ 5 ,n 7'k -^ 2^u. Z vk x ^ os ^ ^ s 
^n ^







k '^ ^ Vk
6!t	 ,^' xz cas 8	 + ^ vk Q-^ ^ ^ Sin ^'^^ 2 ^k -^ u k c9^
_ ..
+ W k B x ,^ 
e,X w tom. 
+ 
^^ P B x C^ + ^c'k^ ^ d x




x ^^ ^ ^R b ^ c^ ^ sin 
2 ^
k t ^Z -^ ^ r=
^- x
+ cos ^'k Sin ^'^ 
^ 2/c,c 2 ^ ^".^ + vk , x^ - 2^ct, r Y^
+ cos ^'k
 ^ 2 'r`^, C e, ^ x k^ ^' 2 C e. ^- x k^ C B -+- v/	 ^	 k^x>^
k C ^ 'rX^.1
^,	 ^.
^ `^ ^ -^^- OY Cb-XA^^'an2^'k
_	 ^	 _
+ ^u6X(b- x`A^cos ^ksin^'k + Cos
	
^' ^_k C 2 ,^ w,^,x
2
Sl t'1 Y'k 1. /^i
. ^ w k , x ^ ^ P ^ C ^ 6 - ^A> ^ ^. ^ eG ^ t ^ > ^ 3 l^ -^xk ^	 ^^





64	 RE^ROD^CTB GF IS pppR
O I^G^AL PA J
^^
. n
+- C w k
 ^ x +- ^P^ C e. +^c. k>C b -x^,^  + C9^k+c^^^ Ce+}c. k^  (^ 6-xA^
+ z (^c 8Y - ^+ k - r'^ - wk^ ^'
..
..




QRX s^^" F2Z G
" S ^ ^ 1' A b ^ C^ ^ 51 n 3 T k L ^ 2^G1. Y-X -t-/U.^') ^ 2 .1- x k^
^ ll
`^ZUk^^ } cosZ^'k sin^k C^-Z +til k C^3p ^ ^Jk,X^
+ 2^,c2 Vk C ®'^ + vk ,x^ r /^ C ^ +-x k> ®Y W k - Zhu. vk Y^,
/t't ^P ( W k.x ^P	 k	 /u'	 k /'S P Y
+ 2/c,^2 vk, x C e. + x ^^ @^ ^ -^- s ^ n2 ^k cos ^k C 2^c r X Vk
-F- ^1.2 V ^ + UGC. ^ e -4- 'ic k^ ® X W k ^ ^ ^ P ^ P. + xk^Z P' X
+ ,2. ^/tt.2C9^+ Jk ^x, _'^rY^C^txk' +^^Bzy, Cwt-xk^^
f	 _	 z	 a




- ^ ^.. -{- ,^ k7= l9 Y W k ♦ /Gt (, P., t X k^z^Ci p w k , x
•	 •	 s
- C ^e +x k^ ^ 'P 8 Y + 2 C e +x k^ r Y V k - 2^.c. (e -r-^c k^ B^ v ^ ^ x
2- ^ G -t-^G ^ ^ B t V ^ V ^ + 5 t h z 'c ^^ ^ V ^ L° ^X
'^ µ	 k	  ^ ►^ k	 k ^ k	 k
_	 _
:L C G tX k7^ ^ ^,t, f ^tl 8,^ + rX^ + Z ju ^ ^° t xk^ Vk e^ J
^+ cos ^k s 1 ►'1 ^'k C L e. t^ k^z
 ( 6x wk + ^ rY - ^^tt B^ ^ ^^' ^k,x^
- ^- C e +x k.^ B ^ - ^'x C e t x k^ -^ fu C e'. -r>c ^^ ^
+ c o^ ^'k
 1. vac, C e t x ^, ^ C c e. ^-- x ^^ C 1.. + z e ^^ + Z vk^
+ w k C e. ^- x k^ ^ ^ ^Y -}- ^ k + r ^ + w^
C et^k1 Z (2 vk 0^ --,rc, t9^Y C 2^ ^ t w . „^^^
^ s in ^{'k L C e.-t-x k>3 C 1. * ^ e^> + C.etx^>'" ^ Z V k
_	 ' !'




O^tIGTN AL P.^GE I^ POOR
k+ 5 !h ^ `t k` c os k^ r ^ ^ vk ^,,^ -^- IgX
 C e + ^ k^ ^ C 6 - ^c A)^
^, G csz ^k SI n 't'k C ^(,t BX Vk C, b -- >`cA^^
	
_	 _
^-O s'' ^ k ^ 2, V k ^, —,Lt W k ^ x t- ^ ^ ^ ^„^^ ^'Y ^- /!^1 LBG k
	
_	 _ _	 _
+ V k B' x C ^ -t-x k^ ^ 2 ^ xa^
i^ 5iV1^c. 
^k^ ^ ^W k ^ x +^^„^ ^. 3^z b ^xh^ C, et-Xk^
^ ^ C 9Gk -^- ^ ^^ C +e. tx. k^ C z ^ - x h7 ^ C e, + xw^^' 6x a




+ C ^-t-Xk^t9Y + ^ C Bak t d^ l^> + arc v^ C 2b - x^,^ C e6k
_	 _ ..
2
+ 8-Y L ^ + u ^^ C z -- xa^ vk t- QX C e. -►-^c k^z. C ^ --x^^ 7
+ c car ^'k ^ C w k , ^ ^' ^ Q) C e. + X k^ C b 
- 
x A> C vk + 9^ C e,+xk^)
^' C ^^k + c^ti<l^e`.- ►-Xk7C2b -xk^^ vk + B^Ce-,^-^.k^)
	
b	
^	 •	 ^	 •""_'	 '^"'^'	 b+ 
z 
Jcc 6,^ -- ^k - r^ .^ w ^^ v ^ - ^ 8^ C ^^-^ k^ C k k
..	 ^..
	
t w ^,^^	 -^ ^L^ +xk^ ^ C wki ^ t^ P> Cb --x ^^
^' ^ BCo k + ^1c^ C ^, ^ " ?C^. J^ `f' .^ ^ ^°-'}' ^k^ ^ ^Ll B" Y " ^ lc
	





^_ , ._ _
+ Gd ^ ^Z ^ u^ k ^. ^P C e. +xk>> sih Z ^k GOS^k
'^' ^ G +- ^C. {,.^ ^ ^ w k "P Imo' ^ (^ -}.' X k 1 ^ ^oS "t'^ \^"	
.
+ '^ c.^t X^ +- Z C' ^,., cc^ ^ /u ^' c os Y'k sih a ^k
,f,	 _
-' ^ Z, ^'.^ ^ e'X^ (, e. -►-^ k>L^  + cos k^ ^'!!'} `Y^ C ^ °Z vk gX
..	 ..	 Z^
- 2 v k (. 2 l9' Y + ^ X^ C e. +.>c k> ^ (2 8^x -- c9Y^ C e'. ^- x k^
+ wk C k^ + C ^ t^k^ ^^ -- v k^ + vk !.`3 P Ce.. +-xk^















 C vk + c e t^ k^ ^^^ ^ z^uk r'x
+ G o s Z ^k s ^ h ^k 1. 2/cc. C ^ ^r-- is k7 C ,^ Y -- arc ^ t9^ + uk t x^^
s ^ nz ^^,^ c os ^k ^ - 2^u. rx C er +x kl - ^.<. ^ C e. + ^. k^
^ ^Ll ^' V k l9'^ -t- z ^z 8^. C ^ °c... + aC k^ vk ^ x, + U k
t Z^,t, ^ e. + ^ k^Z ^ 8^ -E'v 4t lx>^ ^ S (Y1^ ^k ^"^ r^ Vk ^^^Xk^
- ,Z^u^J k (. v k ^ C ^. t x ^,^ C 3... + ^ g ^^^ -- Zyt, v kc}^ C e ^xk^
{- c.as' ^k s i n ^k ^ ^. ^ C e t x k; C v k ^- C e. +-;t k^ C 1+ z e^^
-r- 2 r C ^. ^- x ^Z - Z	 8' v Ce,-t-x ^	 C e. t- x ^; ^X	 k	 /u' -z k	 k ^ ^P	 w Y
'" ^e .^ ^
k>^ 
^ 2^- vk
,xe'a -^ 8 Y wk^ ^^ Wk C ^ + xkl C ^ ^
t W k ^ x> + ^ ^ !^ i-?C k> V k ^ f ^ -- eft, ^ D ,L^ + ^k. ^ ^c^ ^ ^ ^-
69
_______.__._____ J_____-__ __...	 ___._,.., ,. .^
^^i
^,
+ Ce+-^tkx' ^-2vk +^l,.t^C3P ^^P t-wk^r ^' ^X^ + wk>x^^jC
^► vk^^)^ + sMn 
^kC (3p C e.+ XkI^^X 
-^u°^QY^P Ce. +xk^
F
+ C e + ^c ^1 ^ 1. + ^, g ^^) -e- C ^-i- x k)^' 6,^(^ v^ + c e +xk)^
+- Ott. C G +- ick^ ^x ^ ^ k + u^ k^  - ^,c G ^ ±-;c ^) w t{ t^3 Y
^ a ^ ^,t, 8 Y ^ b ^._ xA ^ v ^ s i.^3 
^k
+^ cds k^ :slri ^i^ C ,rt- C b - x ^ ^ < vk ^X ^- 8Y C ^. +x
 ^.^^^
^ ^ os ^ ^'k
 5 in `+'k ^ -emu. (fix ^ e f x k> ^ b -- xA )^
-F cos t k^ C - ^ C ^.+xk,^  (, /
u ^I.c,x ^' C e. +x k> ^Y
-^ ^u C 8 ^k + ^^» -- C. ^ +^, k,2 F3x C z -- x^^^
+ s- ,n 2 ^'kC iu-. Cam.+ ^k^ e^ C wk^ ^ +-^P^ ^ z ^ ^ X►.^
\	 _	 _	 _	
_
-t-/Lt ^ 8G k + ^k) ^/^ C e fiX k) 1. 2.6 - ?Cq) C ^ +,c^^ Bj^ ^ Vk
^ o	




+ cos k s ^n ^{ -^	 ^ ^	 a	 k,,^	 ^ k
^ C ^.-t-x k^^` 
z 
8X ^ ^.c c ^ ^- xkl 9^ ^ ^B^ k ^- ^k - ^^^„^^
^ vk Z ^ -^,t, W k^ x -^- L e. -i- x ^,^ t3,,^ +etc ^ BGk ^- ^k'1
^ c. + x k)^” t9^ < z - Sc A) -}- ^ e. +x k^ vk 8x ^ z - x,^
+ GoS' ^k ^ ^- C e+X.k^z ^ VJ k^X
 ^#-/ ^ p +^G k ^' ^k^ ^ ^ b ~X,o,^
b	
` ..	 ..
^+ sin ^'^ C C ^ ^x^^^Q•^ ^ 2 b _xA^ ^ ^k,x +/j ^ + ^^k ^ ^'k^
- b (mot ukl t9'^ (,1 k + wk) + Ce. +-xk^ Vk ^ b `xA^ )^wk^x2
6	
•.
+ c d C ,(,c. 1 i,Uk S 1 h 3 `^k t Si^1 ^' ^'k ^ /^'^ 3^3P C e+ x ^^
- 2,l-C. Wk ^ ^.^ x k^^ + SIn ^k C Ce+X^^ Z C wk- ^^t.1^P^^
+ yn ^ cos z ^k ^ C ^ +^c k^ ^ ^^^ C C3x + 28Y^ -}- 2 vk ^3x +-
1 n
^1
+ C^^-^k^C 219x_^Y>>^ _ vkCe^Xk^C2^Y *BX^s,nz`^k
+ cos 4'k 3^ n ^'k L C^ r x k) (' 2 B Y V k + V k ^'Y " 2 vk eX
+ C 28Y ^- ^x^ C e.+^k^^ -' vk C 2 6x - c9Y) Ce +xk)^
J
^o^ ^k [ w^ ^ .^ ^k .^ ^ ^^x k^c1 ^ ^. ^-^,^
+ C ^ -^;x k> ( w k + z vim ^p ^^+sto^'k C vk^PCet-X^^^
+ wk C v k .- vk + C e +kk^ ^^^ -- vk C r^ + WI<
,.
+ ^3p C efix k^) - L ^k + Wk^ ^,^ Cam+--x^)^




" SA ^a b ^ C R \ /u' '" ^ v^ ^x -- C e ^- x k) BYE S Jn 3 ^kO
cos ^k 5IY1^`Yk C _^Z (UkB Y + ^vk,x(^° +xk18Y
-F ^ e.+ }^ k^ B'XJ - 2/fitzU l<^x, ^x ^^+Xk^G^ ^'^S 1Yl `^k
cd5''^k C C ^ +x k^ /LL Z e^, CA P t wk,x^
_ ^^' Vk^ x ^^p + l'`)k ^ x> -/l'(-Vk,u ^^txLc^ B' Y
-+ etc. r'Y








 ^k l — C e..+x^,^,^ ^ ^,l^t. ^ e..f-xk'^ ^X ^^c./„^p ^` Y
^' v w ^- 2 v k ^X -- ^^, 3 k ^'Y^
cos ^k sIn ^^^^ L 2,r,^ C e. + xk^ Uk 6Y
+ 2^,c. ^^'*Xk^^Uk,x^Y ^ C^+>°ck^C /1.C2 C^p*W^<,Y^
2^u. ^x C ^ +x. k^  C vk + C e + x k>>
CoS ^k	Le,+Xk'z C B'YVk
 




-^ t"^ + w k) + r Y C ^ k + W k> + ^^ p^ W k>x1 l Uk
+ C ^+-x k^ C 1.+ ®^^) -- ^^,+ ^ck) SY C vk t c^.^-xk^))]
_ _
_	 _
-- C ^-S-Xk^ C C e '+^ x k1Z ^X + ^^- ^^'^"x k^ vk^x ^I^^x
r^Wk ) -- C^,tx k>C Cvk+ C e+Xk^^C;^ey^^'^k
^-	 k.	 !^	 ^	 k	 k	 k^x k,x
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:^ ^..	 _ _
#. ^
. n
^- ^P Vk ^^.^xk^^ ^
^sln^"^'k ^ ^^ fie..+-^c^^ 6^ C zb-^x^^ ^ w k,x .^^^
^# eGk + ^k), -t- cos ^'ks in ^'k ^ r^ C ^-rxk> ®x ^ ^ b
xA^ C 
wk,^ '^" ^ P '^ ^G k 't' ^ k^ ^-,u 8Y ^ ^. +Xkl ^ (
^k ►x
'^ ^G k " ^ k ^ ^ + cos ^'k L B,^C C C ^t-x k^  ^ ^ r^ k ^1° t U 1^^
^.Sf 31^k -'BY C ^+X k^ ^ib— X^^^Wk ► x-t-^3F^^^k-4-c{^^^
+^ ^Y ^ Ce. +x k> CJI k + wk^^
^ ^ d \ "'^ Z ^ E'. -^-X ^^ S irl'" ^k _ 2^-^-^ Uk.,,c ^ e.+^X k1COS ^^S^n^k
+ 2 ^.c. C e. + x ,^)2 V k ► x GOS' ^k -^ 2^ C e, t x kl C c e. -+^^ k^
-43 v k ^ s i r^ y'k - ^ e. -^- ;c k>3 .- 2 v k C e, +x k^^"
-1- ^ n ^ cczs ^k C C e +x k^ ^ ^3X C w k + tv k^ + ^. i3kt9x
..







REpGm ^ CIl3 CTr^ ^^ POCK
p}ti
